
Different Navigation Options 

With more navigations comes more options. Here are the different options that you have 
and what you need to do in each section of the template. 

Top Nav No Drop Down + Left Nav + Mobile Nav

Set up the #top-nav so you 
have one level of navigation 
items

Top Nav No Drop Down



Simple as copying and 
pasting your #sectionnav.  

Be sure to only copy and 
paste the highlighted 
portion.

Mobile Navigation

Set up the #sectionnav the 
way that it has always been 
set up

Left Navigation



Top Nav Drop Down + Left Nav + Mobile Nav

Set up the #top-nav so you 
have two levels of 
navigation. 

This navigation is restricted 
to only having two levels of 
navigation. Meaning: 

First level - what shows up 
on the top nav bar 

Second level - what shows 
up in the drop down

Top Nav Drop Down



Simple as copying and 
pasting your #sectionnav.  

Be sure to only copy and 
paste the highlighted 
portion.

Mobile Navigation

Set up the #sectionnav the 
way that it has always been 
set up

Left Navigation



Top Nav Drop Down + Mobile Nav

Set up the #top-nav so you 
have two levels of 
navigation. 

This navigation is restricted 
to only having two levels of 
navigation. Meaning: 

First level - what shows up 
on the top nav bar 

Second level - what shows 
up in the drop down

Top Nav Drop Down



You are going to need to 
create conditions for each 
section (green code).  

Essentially you are setting 
this up the same way you 
would set up the section 
nav. 

Mobile Navigation



Left Nav + Mobile Nav 

Set up the #sectionnav the 
way that it has always been 
set up. 

Dental website was used as 
an example. If you need 
reference to what the left 
navigation looks like you 
can visit www.maine.gov/
dental.  

Please note that the dental 
website is in the 2.05 
template, it will look 
relatively the same in the 
3.0 template and the code 
will be set up the same.

Left Navigation

http://www.maine.gov/dental
http://www.maine.gov/dental


Left Nav + Mobile Nav 

Copy and paste your 
#sectionnav (blue 
highlighted area on 
previous page).   

Change the <h3></h3>tags 
to the <li><a 
class=“h3link”>Nav 
Header</a>

Mobile Navigation



What if I want all the subpages in the Mobile Navigation, so 
regardless of what page I am on, I can see all the sub 

navigation?  
(Note: only when using Top, Left, and Mobile)

Copy and paste what you have in the #top-nav into the #mobile-nav.


